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Microscopic observations of clinopy'roxene and clinoamphibole exsolution lamellae in
clinopy'roxene and clinoamphibole hosts, referred to space grotps C2fc and lZfm respectively, show the Iamellae are not usually oriented paraliel to (001) and (100) as comrronly
believed, even though X-ray single crystal photographs usually suggest host and lamellae
share a common (001) or (100) Iattice plane. Coexisting magnesioarfvedsonite and manganoan cummingtonite, described in detail here, show an extreme example with lamellae 16"
from (001) in the acute angle B and 60 from (100) in the obtuse angle B.
Two-dimensional evaluation in (010) of measured Iattices of exsolved clinopyroxenes
and clinoamphiboles sho*'s that the lamellae are parallel to generally irrational planes of
dimensional best fit between the Iattices at the time exsolution began. Best fit is achieved
by slight relative rotation of the lattices; but in most natural examples this rotation is less
than 10' and not easily observed on X-ray photographs. Using augite and pigeonite as
examples, the relative a and c dimensions of the lattice with the smaller B angle (AUG)
and the lattice with the larger B angle (PIG) determine the positions of the lamellae as
foilows:
"001" lamellae
"100" lamell'ae
@auc )

aprc
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< oprc

inacuteangleB

6tuc ) cprc

in acute angleB (acu)
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reuc ( dptc
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So far three of the four possible combinations of relative a and c dimensions have been
found in natural specimens.
Lattice parameters may have changed since the nucleation of lamellae, either at constant composition as a result of thermal contraction, decompression, or reversible polymorphic transitions, or with changing composition as a result of the exsolution itself or element fractionation between host and lamellae. An augite from the Duluth Gabbro (B
:106o0') contains two sets ol "001" Iamellae, a late set at 111-115othat agreeswith 114o
predicted from present lattice parameters, and an earlier set at 108-1090 that is a "fossil"
frorn a previously existing set of lattice parameters.'fhe angles of lamellae thus provide a
tool for deciphering the temperature-pressure histories of pyroxenes and amphiboles.

INrnooucrrow
In many occurrencesin igneousand metamorphic rocks clinopyroxenes
and clinoamphiboles contain exsolution lamellae of a second clinopyrox-
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ene or clinoamphibole, respectively. fn clinopyroxenes these lamellae
have been generallydescribedas oriented parallel to (100) and (001) of
the C-centeredcell (Poldervaart and lless, 1951). In early work on the
structure of clinoamphiboles, in which the analogy with pyroxenes was
emphasized (Warren, 1929), the clinoamphibole structure was referred
to space group I2/m, directly analogous to the space group of clinopyroxene C2/c. On this basis exsolution lamellae in clinoamphibole
would also be describedas oriented parallel to (100) and (001) (Jaffe,
Robinson, and Klein, 1968). More recently clinoamphiboleshave been
referred to space grorp C2/m, because the long established rules of
spacegroup nomenclaturedictate this choiceand on this basisexsolution
lamellae in clinoamphiboles have been described as oriented parallel to
(100) and (101) (Ross, Papike, and Weiblen, 1968; Ross, Papike, and
Shaw, 1969).Z.ussman(1959),Wyckoff (1968),and Jaffe, Robinson,and
Ktein (1968) have pointed out some of the confusion this dual system
has caused.lBecausewe will be discussingproperties common to both
pyroxenes and amphiboles, we will refer to amphibole lattice parameters
of the /-cell.2 Except that a long-standing usage of the C-setting would
be changed,a return to the original I2/n nomenclatureof Warren (1929)
has very much to recommend it structurally, morphologically, and pedagogically.
X-ray single crystal photographs of many clinoamphiboles studied by
ourselvesand by others show one exsolvedclinoamphibole oriented such
that its (001) lattice plane lies parallel to the (001) lattice plane of the
host, and commonly a second clinoamphibole oriented such that its
(100) lattice plane liesparallel to the (100) Iattice plane of the host (Ross,
Papike, and Weiblen,1968; Ross, Papike, and Shaw, 1969). Similar results have been obtained in X-ray single crystal photographs of clinopyroxenes(Bown and Gay, 1959,1960;Morimoto and Tokonami, 1969).
Specimen7A8BX, studied by us in detail (Jaffe,Robinson,and Klein,
1968) contains hornblende (space group 12/m) with cummingtonite exsolution lamellae and cummingtonite (space group I2fm) with hornI This discussion refers to non-primitive clinopyroxenes and clinoamphiboles. I"or
primitive pyriboles there is a choice between two alternate primitive cells structurally and
metrically similar to the C- and /-cells. Experiments (Prewitt, Papike, and Ross, 1970;
Smyth,1970) show the primitive structures on heating invert to C- or /-structures, the
temperature of inversion depending on composition.
2 The parameters of the trvo alternate lattices have the following relationships:
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blende exsolution lamellae. X-ray single crystal photographs of both
kinds of hosts (Ross, Papike, and Shaw, 1969,Table 6) show that each
contains two sets of exsolution lamellae with the lattices of the lamellae
oriented parallel to the (100) and (001) lattice planes of the host. According to the measured B angles of these amphiboles (Table 3) (001)
lamellae in the hornblende should make an angle of 106031,with the
c-crystallographic axis, and (001) lamellae in the cummingtonite should
make an angle of 109"39' with the c crystallographic axis. Such an orientation would obtain only if the composition planes of the lamellae are
parallel to the (001) lattice planes of the host. Repeated observations in
oils and in thin sections on the universal stage showed that the lamellae
in hornblende appeared to make an angle of about 110owith the c-crystallographic axis and the lamellae in cummingtonite an angle of 112"
with the c-crystallographic axis. We called attention to this discrepancy
of about 3.5 degreesin the hornblendeand 2.3 degreesin the cummingtonite, but could not explain it, although we did suggest the possibility
that the B angles had been different under the P-? conditions of exsolution than at present. subsequently we have observedadditional examples
in which these discrepanciesare much larger and more easily mreasured.
A manganoan tremolite from the Wight Mine, Gouverrreur'Mining
District, New York, contains exsolution lamellae of manganoan p-cummingtonite (Ross,Papike, and Weiblen,1968; Ross, Papike, and Shaw,
1969).X-ray single crystal photographs show the lamellae have the (001)
plane of their lattice oriented parallel to (001) in the lattice of the host.
The B angle of the tremolite and hence the angle (001) exsolution lamellae would make with the c axis is 106020/.Ilowever, the optically observed lamellae make an angle of about 1140 with the c axis, giving a
discrepancy of about 80. In one grain from this specimen we have observed extremely fine lamellae that lie at a 5o angle to the c-crystallographic axis in the obtuse angle B (the trace of the lamellae directed between *o and *c such as shown in Figure 5, example6).
Augite coexisting with ferrohypersthene from hornblende granulite
facies rocks of the Hudson Highlands (Jaffe and Jafre, l97l) contains
three sets of exsolution lamellae (Fig. t). One set oriented parallel to
(100) we believe to be partly pigeonite becausewe have observedstrongly
inclined extinction in many cases,and partly hypersthene on the basis
of an X-ray single crystal photograph (Table 5). The second set is
pigeonite oriented so that the lamellae make an angle of 1160 with the
c-crystallographic axis, but, according to X-ray data, with the (001)
Iattice plane oriented parallel to the (001) Iattice plane of the augite host.
The B angle for the augite host is 105055',so that thesepigeonite lamellae
lie at a 10oangle to the (001) plane. The lamellae of the third set are very
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Frc. 1. Photomicrograph of augite from py'roxene granulite, Hudson Highlands, New
York (Jaffe and Jaffe, 1971). View normal to (010) showing three sets of exsolution lamellae (set text and Table 5). One set represented by the prominent continuous lamella (vertical) is oriented parallel to (100) of the host. A second set of fairly coarse la"mellae lies at a
116o angle to the c-crystallographic axis. A third set of very fine lamellae lies in the acute
angle B at 60 to the c-crystallographic axis. The coarsest lamellae are 1.0 pm thick.

fine and lie in the acute angle p at an angle of about 60 to the c-crystallographic axis. On the basis of the X-ray photograph we believe these
lamellae are also pigeonite with the (100) lattice plane parallel to (100)
of the host. A very similar augite in mafic anorthosite from Cascade
Mountain, Mount Marcy quadrangle, New York, contains the same
three sets of lamellae, including a second set that lies at a 115" angle to
the r-crystallographicaxis.
Recently one of us discovered a specimen with coexisting amphiboles
having Iamellae with angular relationships even more extreme than any
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of those described above. Because of its unusual nature and pertinence
to the subject of this paper, we have taken the spacehere to record its
optical properties, Iattice parameters, and chemistry.
ExsorurroN Lelrprrer rN CoExlsrrNc MAGNESToARlvEDSoNTTE
ar.roMeNcaNoAN CUMMINGToNTTE
The occurrence of the amphibole pair manganoan magnesioarfvedsonite-manganoancummingtonite was describedby Klein (1966and 1968;
assemblageno. 5) from the metamorphosed Wabush Iron Formation in
Southwestern Labrador, Canada. The sodic amphibole was then imprecisely identified as magnesioriebeckite.Since then this same assemblage, which is the only one reported in the literature of a sodium amphibole coexisting with an iron-magnesium amphibole, has been studied in
greater detail. Not only do the two phasescoexist,but both contain two
sets of lamellae of probable exsolution origin similar to those in amphiboles described above. The assemblagein which the two amphiboles
occur consists of the following minerals: manganoan magnesioarfvedsonite (50 percent), manganoan cummingtonite (15 percent), specularite
(30 percent), magnesian rhodonite (4 percent) and a trace of talc. The
rhodonite contains 14 weight percent MgO and 4.6 weight percent FeO
which recalculates to a composition: Fes.l6Mge.s3Mno.azCao.ozSiz.oqOo
(Klein, 1966).
In thin section the two amphiboles occur most commonly as closely
intergrown, independent subhedral grains, both exhibiting numerous fine
closely spaced lamellae that are only visible at high magnification and
best under crossed nicols. In a few iarge grains magnesioarfvedsonite
forms a rim around a central core of manganoan cummingtonite. The
magnesioarfvedsonitecan be distinguished from the colorlesscummingtonite by its light yellow color and anomalous blue and brown interference colors. The optical parameters for both amphiboles determined in
oils on a spindle stage are given in Table 1. B ecausethe 7 and B indices are
essentially the same for both amphiboles the lamellae are only visible on
an (010) section which allows determination of a and 7 indices. On (100),
which permits the determination of 7 and B indices, the lamellae cannot
be seen.
One set of lamellae, less than 1 pm thick, is oriented at about a 60
angle to the c-crystallographic axis as determined from traces of the { 110}
cleavage.A secondset of lamellae about 1 pm thick lies at anglesof about
123oand 125" to the c-crystallographic axis of magnesioarfvedsoniteand
manganoan cummingtonite hosts respectively. Becausethe thin lamellae
Iie in the obtuse angle between the thick lamellae and the c-crystallographic axis, the angle between the two sets of lamellae is about 117o
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1. Oprrcer, alro X-nev P.cneMrrEns lon M.mtcewoen MecxnsroARI'vEDSoNrrE eNo MaNceNo,qN CuultrNcroNrrn
MagnesioarJt:edsonite

OpticalProperties
'y
1.650+.001
p
1.643+.001
l. 638+ .001
a
0.0t2
a-d
ZAc
39'+ 1"
2V (calc)
80'+
I23" + l"
cfithicker exsolutionlamellae
6n thinner exsolutionlamellae
6" + 1'
Anglebetrveenthinner and
117"+l'
thicker lamellae
very pale yellow; not
Color
pleochroic;anomalous
blue and brown interferencecolors.
U ni,t Cell' P u' ametersL
Space Grotp C2/m
a
b
c

p
V
Space Grorp l2fm
(calculated)
a

p

+ . 0 0 54
9.885
18.006+ .006A
5 .295+ .0044
1 0 4 . 0 4 ' .+0 5 '
9 1 4 . 2 3+ . 8 3A 3

1 0 . 0 1A8
106'49',

MangonoanCu'mmingtonile

1 . 6 5 0 +' 0 0 1
1.644+.001
1 . 628+ .001
0.022
2 2 "+ l "
63'125'+ 1'
6'+ 1"
119'+ 1'
colorless

+ . 0 0 2A
9.620
18.062t.oo2A
5 . 3 1 4+ . 0 0 2A
+ .02"
r02.78"
9 0 0 . 5 1+ . 3 3A 3

A
e.e07
108045'

I Based on slow scan X-ray diffractometer powder patterns (goniometer speed |'per
minute, chart speed ] inch per minute) in ascending and descending modes, using high
purity silicon as an internal standard. Parameters calculated using a least squares refinement program (Burnham, 1962) fuon 15-17 unambiguously indexed difiraction lines
b e t w e e n2 0 ' a n d 8 0 ' 2 0 ( C u K a ) .

and 119c in the magnesioarfvedsoniteand cummingtonite hosts respectively. These features are illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. Note in Figure
3 that when the two hosts are joined along a plane parallel to the thicker
exsolution lamellae their c-crystallographicaxes are not parallel but
make an angle of about 20 with each other (see Jafie, Robinson, and
Klein, 1968,Fig. 2).
X-rav single cr)'stal precessionphotographs of both hosts show that
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Frc. 2 Photomicrographs of magnesioarfvedsonite and manganoan cummingtonite
from the Wabush Iron Formation, Labrador under crossed nicols. A) Composite grain of
cummingtonite and magnesioarfvedsonite (lower right corner) showing abundant thicker
Iamellae and a few thin lamellae (left side). B) Magnesioarfvedsonite grain at extinction
showing two illuminated sets of cummingtonite exsolution lamellae. The thinner lamellae
lie in the obtuse angle between the thicker lamellae and the c-crystallographic axis. Length
of scale bars 50 pm.

the lattices of the hosts and of the lamellae are oriented most closely
along (001) and (100). The B anglesof the two hosts (Table 1) show that
planes parallel to (001) make an angle of 106"49' and 108o45'with the
c-crystallographic axes of magnesioarfvedsoniteand cummingtonite respectively. The optically observedlamellae make angles of 123" and 125o
with the c-axes,giving a discrepancy of 16" in each case.Obviously none
of the composition planes of the lamellae can be described as parallel to
(001) or (100) on the basis of the present lattice parameters.
The chemical composition of both amphiboles was determined on a
polished thin section with an electron probe (ARL-EMX) using well
analysed homogeneousamphibole standards and a reduction procedure
previously described (Klein, 1968). Becauseof the lamellae it is difficult
to locate one-phaseamphibole areasfor analysis. In the original analyses
(Klein, 1966and 1968) the chemical contribution of lamellae to the analysis of either amphibole was not fully taken into account. This time, every
effort was made to reduce the possible contribution from enclosedand
neighboring lamellae by careful optical location under the electron beam,
by continuous X-ray monitoring of Mn Ka (Mn is a very large compo-
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Frc. 3. Diagram of a grain of manganoan cummingtonite (white) and magnesioarfvedsonite
(stippled) in contact along a plane parallel to one of the two sets of exsolution lamellae.

nent in the cummingtonite and smaller in the magnesioarfvedsonite)
and by using a small electron beam. These analysesare given in Table 2,
together with a complete wet chemical analysis of a bulk sample of
approximately 80 percent magnesioarfvedsonite and 20 percent cummingtonite.
The fractionation of MnO, CaO, NagO, and K2O is very pronounced
between the two phases. The NazO content of the cummingtonite is
larger than is generally present in such Fe-Mg amphiboles. Klein (1968)
reported values of 0.2 weight percent NazO in metamorphic and 0.4
weight percent NazO in volcanic cummingtonites coexisting with hornblende.It is likely that the 1.1 weight percent value for Na2O (Table 2,
analysis 3) is high becauseof the contribution of fine magnesioarfvedsonite lamellae to the cummingtonite analyses. The KzO fractionation is
especially pronounced. The potassium in the magnesioarfvedsonite is
undoubtedly housed only in the -4.site (Papike, Ross, and Clark, 1969),
as is the very small amount of K in the cummingtonite.
Although the amounts of ferric iron could not be determined in the
individual amphiboles, the wet analysis of the bulk amphibole sample
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(1) Wet chemical analysis of bulk sample of approximately 80 percent magnesioarfvedsonite and 20 percent cummingtonite. Analyst: Jun Ito. FeO not detected; if present
probably less than 0.5 weight per cent.
(2) Electron probe determination of individual magnesioarfvedsonite. n.d.:not detected.
Total Fe recalculated as FegOaonly.
(3) Electron probe determination of individual manganoan cummingtonite. n.d.:not
detected. Total Fe recalculated as FqOa only.

(1)

sioe
Tios
Algoa

55.32
0.00
0.10

FesOa

6.86

FeO
MnO
MsO
CaO
NarO
KrO
H,O(+)
HrO(-)
F

n.d.
7.65
18.18
2.71
4.65
1.97

(3)

54.9
n.d.
0.1
8.3

s5.8

0
6.0
t7.6
2.3
2.2

n.d.

0.1
2.3

0.06
100.41

Recalculated on basis of 23 oxygens

Si
AI
F€P+
> (tet.)

0
IJ.J

20.8
0.7
1.1
0.1

Fe3+

Mg
Mn2+

Mn2+
Ca

9 7. l

96.2

(2)
7.890
.016
.094
8-000

Na

> lM(4)l
Na
K

> (A)
100Mg/Mg*Fe*Mn
100Mn/Mnflre*Mg
100Na/Na*K*Ca

(3)
8.000

8"000

.804
s.770
.426
5.000

.010
.016
.252
4.4s0
.272
5.000

.305
.354

1.589
.108

1.34r
2-000

.303
,^000

.246
.4-01
-650

.002
.0t7
-019

Si
AI

> lM(r-3)l

2.98
.s0
.15

100.47
-o:F

(2)

69.8
13.5
67.7

67.8
28.4
70.7

suggeststhat nearly all if not all of the iron is ferric, consistent with the
30 percent specularite in the rock. Deer, Howie, and Zussman (1963)
show high FezOacontents of eckermannite, arfvedsonite, and magnesioarfvedsonite analyses. Although FezOsis completely absent in many
members of the cummingtonite-grunerite series,and Iow in most (Klein,
1964), the bulk analysis and the abundant fine magnesioarfvedsonite
lamellae in this cummingtonite suggest that most of the iron is ferric.
This is consistent which the considerableamounts of Na and K in the
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analysis which would require a large amount of the iron to be ferric for
charge balance. Possibly there is also trivalent manganese.
The totals of the two electronprobe anall'sesare 97.1 and 96.2 weight
percent.The bulk analysis(Table 2, column 1) shows3.13 weight percent
HrO and F and if similar amounts are present in the individual amphiboles their totals would be 100.4 and 99.3 respectively.
Although no quantitative analysescould be made on the lamellaebecauseof their size, qualitative electron probe traces for MnKa, FeKa,
and MgKa indicate that the lamellae in cummingtonite are more Mnpoor and Fe-rich than the host, and the Iamellaein magnesioarfvedsonite
are more Mn-rich and Fe-poor than the host. Mg showsno such relative
changebecauseof the closesimilarity of MgO content of the two amphiboles.These data suggestthat the lamellae in cummingtonite are magnesioarfvedsoniteand vice versa. This is supported by the fact that unit
cell parameters of lamellae, as determined on single crystal photographs,
are very similar to those reported in Table 1 for the host amphiboles.
Possrnrn ExpleNarroNs loR OnrpNrerroN or
Oprrcerrv Ossenvno ExsorurroN Lalmr,r,en
For several years we have sought an explanation for the discrepancy
between optically observed orientations of exsolution lamellae and the
relative orientation of lattices as observed in X-ray single crystal photographs. Three possible explanations have entered our thinking, one of
which seemsparticularly promising at present.
(1) The exsolutionIamellaeare a direct "fossil" record of the B angle
of the host under the P-T conditions where exsolution took place.
This hypothesis is reasonable only for those pyroxenes and amphitroles
showing smaller exsolution angles. Heating experiments on clinopyroxenes(Prewitt, Papike, and Ross, 1970; J. R. Smyth, 1970; J. V. Smith,
1969,Table 11) show that the B angledoesin fact becomelarger at higher
temperature, but only by one or two degrees.On the basis of the information now available, the hypothesis of the direct "fossil B angle" can
be ruled out.
(2) Possibly on a submicroscopic scale the composition pianes of the
lamellae are in fact (001) and the Iamellae observed under the microscope are composed of submicroscopic (001) segmentslined up in some
other direction. This hypothesis has yet to be tested by observations
with an electron microscope. If the segments were on a unit-cell scale,
this and the third hypothesis might be indistinguishable in many cases.
(3) The composition planes of the lamellae do not have the same orientation as the lattice planes along which host and lamellae appear to be
oriented. Rather, the orientation of the composition planes is determined
by the directions of dimensional best fit between the two lattices. This
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hypothesis, recently expounded in a study of feldspars by Bollman and
Nissen (1968), is referred to as the theory of optimal phase boundaries
or the O-lattice theory. The essentialfeatures of the theory are concisely
given by these authors as follows:
"We give here a brief description of the essentialpoints of the O-lattice
theory. In order to determine a boundary between two crystals, the
structure and relative orientation of the two crystals as well as the orientation of the boundary have to be taken into account. . . . In order to
determine the boundary we interpret the two crystals a"sinterpenetrating
lattices. Then, within the interpenetrating lattices, a boundary will be
placed through points where both lattices match best. Once the boundary
is chosen,only one Iattice on each side is consideredas real, so that now
two different real crystals are separated by the boundary. The points
where the two interpenetrating lattices fit best constitute the O-lattice."
In his discussionof pyroxene exsolution J. V. Smith (1969, p. 22) calls
attention to this theory, but doesnot explore its consequences,although
best fit considerationsdo enter his discussionof kink boundaries (p. 21).
Although the mathematical procedure given by Bollman and Nissen was
beyond our powers, the simple essenceof the theory as given above made
its application to pyroxenes and amphiboles by simple graphical and
numerical methods an obvious step. Since the exsolution planes of interest involve lattice points in the (010) plane, analysis can be carried
out in two dimensions.
Appr,rcerroN oF OprrMAL Pnesn Bouxnany CoNsrppnarroNs
ro PvnoxBNES AND Aupnrnor,BS
The theory of optimal phase boundaries dictates that composition
planes bounding two phases will be oriented in the directions of best
dimensional fit between the two lattices. The lattice dimensionsin Table
3 show that the c dimensions in various pairs do not differ greatly, and a
reasonablethough far from perfect fit might be expected on (100). The
o dimensions, on the other hand, show much greater difierences and in
most casesindicate a poor fit on (001). In the five specimensfor which
we have lattice parameters and optical measurementsof the exsolution
planes, there is a striking correlation between the difference of the o
dimensionsof a pair of lattices and the angular difierence of the measured
exsolution lamellae from the B angle (Table 3). It should be kept in
mind that all of the measurements of lattice parameters were made at
room temperature and hence difier by an unknown amount from the
parameters for the conditions under which exsolution took place. Morimoto and Tokonami (1969) have considered at length the strain efiects
on the lattice parameters of augite lamellae in a pigeonite host with different dimensions. Furthermore, the precision of the various measure-
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ments is variable. All of these uncertainties, however, justify our use of
simple graphical and numerical procedures to locate the plane of best fit
between lattices. When more abundant, more precise, measurements
are available, especially at high temperatures and pressures,use of more
sophisticated computer techniques will obviously be justified.
We first resorted to a graphical method, comparing the fit between two
Iattices laid out on tracing paper. Since the true differencesbetween the
cell dimensions are small, high precision must be maintained, the scale
of the paper unit-cells must be very large (a-13 cm in our attempt),
and hence only a small number of cells can be drawn up on a manageable
sheet of paper. In the case of the natural magnesioarfvedsonite-manganoan cummingtonite pair with the poorest fit of the o dimensions,the
graphical procedure proved reasonably satisfactory (Fig. a). For all
other natural examples simple numerical procedures proved more suitable.
The simplest numerical procedure consistsof listing the coordinates of
a seriesof lattice points in rows parallel to the (001) plane (Table 4). In
the fi.rst row the points of the two lattices are parallel and in the same
vertical position, and the two Iattices are superimposedat the origin at
coordinates 0,0. The coordinates of the remaining lattice points in the
first row are multiples of the o dimension. The secondrow of each lattice
is offset upward from the first by the amount c sin B and lattice points in
T.ler.n4. Coomrxlrrs or Lerucr PonrrsrN (010)ron Mlcr.rrsroenlvrosoNrrr(roe)
aml MnncesoarvCuunrNcroNrrr(romou) rn.lr SuARE
e Couuow(001)Pr,ar.'r
Figures in first significant column in each row are given to three decimal
places to avoid multiplication of rounding error in subsequent columns.

20.274
20.r27

6 . r 2 7 1 6 . 1 52 6 . 1 7 36.r8 46.20 56.22 66.23 76.27
6.833 16.74 26.64 36.55 46.46 56.37 66.28 76.18

15.206
15.095

4 . 5 9 6 1 + . 6 22 1 . & 34.65 M.67 54.69 64.7r 74.73
5 . r 2 4 15.03 24.93 3 4 . 8 4 M . 7 5 5 4 . 6 6 & . 5 6 7 4 . 4 7

1 0 .1 3 8
10.063

3 . 0 6 4 1 3 . 0 8 2 3 . 1 03 3 . r r 4 3 . r s 5 3 . 1 5 6 3 . 1 7 7 3 . 1 9
3 . 4 1 6 1 3 . 3 3 2 3 . 2 33 3 . 1 4 4 3 . 0 5 5 2 . 9 6 6 2 . 8 6 7 2 . 7 7

5.069
5. 0 3 1

r . 5 3 2 1 1 . 5 52 r . 5 7 3 1 . 5 9 4 1 . 6 0 5 1 . 6 2 6 r . 6 4 7 1 . 6 6
1 . 7 0 8 1 1. 6 2 2 r . s 2 3 r . 4 3 4 1. 3 4 5 r . 2 4 6 t . t 5 7 I . M

0
0

0
0

E
I

Mg-arfv.
Mn-cumm.

Origin

1 0 . 0 r 82 0 . 0 4 3 0 . 0 5 4 0 . 0 7 5 0 . 0 9 6 0 . 1 1 7 0 . 1 3
9.90719.81 29.72 39.63 49.54 59.M 69.33
r-coordinates
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t h e s e c o n dr o w a r e m o v e d a l o n g t h e r o w b y a n a m o u n t c l c o s B l . l l h e r
coordinateof anv lattice point in the secondrow is thus equal to the r
coordinate of the first point in the row (clcos Bl) plus the number of
units of the a dimensionalong the row (mo); thus:
r:clcosll

lna

(1)

The third row is offset and moved from the secondrow in the same manner and so on.
fn eachrow it can be seenthat there is a pair of r coordinatesthat representsthe closestfit in that direction. Closestfit locationscan be made
more obvious to rapid inspection by placing an overlav on Table 4 and
preparing a table of differencesbetween the r coordinates. The orientation of the plane of best fit can be approximately located by finding the
pair of lattice points with the best fit in their r coordinates in the second
row. In practice it would be coincidencefor the fit between the two lattices to be good at integral numbers of unit cells,becausethe true best
fit planes are irrational. Thus for purposes of finding the angle of the
best fit plane the number of o units need not be integral and a variable,
w, may be substituted for m. The location of best fit in the secondrow is
the point where the * coordinatesare equal. Thus the two equationsfor
the r coordinates for the two lattices (using augite and pigeonite as examples) may be solved for ar.
c - r . u c l c o s p n u c *l
and

T a a a s c : c 1 1 t cclo s p p r c l l w a r r c ,

cp16| cosd"r" | - ceucI cos peuc I
OAUG _

Q)

(3)

OPIG

If zsis closeto integral, it may be used to give the Miller indices of the
rational plane closest to the irrational best fit plane. If zuis not close to
integral, it mav-be multiplied by successiveintegers until a product that
is nearly integral is found. However, becausethe true composition plane
is generally irrational, we favor the direct use of a,lto solve for the angle
of the plane. The angle of the best fit plane to (001) is the angle whose
tangent is the z coordinate of the second row divided by the r coordinate
of the best fit location in the second row. The angle from (001) is then
added to B to give the exsolution angle. Thus; the
predicted "001" exsolutionangle of augite is equal to
pruc * arc tan

cas6 sin pluc

(4\

crucl cos0eucl * wa^vc

It can be seenby inspecting the column in Table 4 headed "a-coordi-
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nates" that with each additional row the fit in the vertical direction deteriorates by an amount related to the difierence between the values of
c sin 6 for the two lattices. Thus in row 2 of Table 4 the best f.t has r
coordinates 21.57, 2t.52-the horizontal misfit is .05, the vertical misfit
is .04. In row 3 the best horizontal fit has coordinates33.11,33.14-the
horizontal misfit is .03, the vertical misfit is .08. One thing that can be
done to improve the vertical fit is to rotate the magnesioarfvedsonite
lattice slightly in a clockwise direction until the vertical position of one
of its best 6.t lattice points is the same as that of the corresponding cummingtonite lattice point. Thus, on rotation of the magnesioarfvedsonite
Iattice by 7' about the 6 axis, so that its c axis moves toward the c axis of
cummingtonite, the magnesioarfvedsonitepoint with z and r coordinates
o f 5 . 0 6 9 ,2 1 . 5 7b e c o m e s5 . 0 3 1 ,2 1 . 5 8 ,a n d p o i n t 2 0 . 2 7 4 , 6 6 . 2 3b e c o m e s
point
20.t27,66.27.A similar rotation of 9' causesmagnesioarfvedsonite
1 0 . 1 3 8 , 3 3 . 1 1t o b e c o m e1 0 . 0 6 3 , 3 3 . 1 3T. h e a m o u n t o f r e l a t i v e r o t a t i o n
required to achieve a vertical fi.t in a given caseis related to the relative
values of c sin 6 and the o misfit for the two lattices. In all of the natural
pairs we have examined so far c sin 0 for the mineral (AUG) with the
smaller B angle is greater than c sin B for the mineral (PIG) with the
larger B angle (c sin Bas62c sin Bp16),even in those caseswhere the c
dimensions show the opposite relationship (ceuc(cpra). If the special
circumstance existed where the values for c sin F were equal, the vertical
fit would be already established and no rotation would be required. In
this special circumstance it can be shown geometrically that the two
Iattices share two common planes of orientation, the irrational plane of
dimensional best fit, and (001) which is a plane of poor dimensional fit.
If the dimensional 6.t can be improved by relative clockwise rotation
as shown, why is it that the X-ray single crystal photographs show the
lattices with their (001) planes essentiallyparallel? We suggestthat their
(001) planes are not exactly parallel, but that, becauseof the very great
similarity of the lattices involved, the amount of rotation required to
achieve nearly perfect dimensional fit along the irrational contact plane
is slight. In the natural caseswe have examinedhere the required rotation
is less than t2' and might not be easily detectable on single crystal X-ray
precision photographs. In the artificial matching of pure diopside and
pure clinoenstatite (Table 3) the required rotation is 42' and this increasespredicted exsolution anglesby about 4". Morimoto and Tokonami
(1969,Fig. 3) did show that (001) of augite lamellaeis rotated about 54/
(0.9') counterclockwise from (001) of a pigeonite host, the opposite
rotation from that described above. A possible interpretation of this
counterclockwiserotation is given at the end of this paper.
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To summarize, the X-ray single crystal photographs given the relative
orientation of the latticesof the host and lamellar phases.In most crystals
thus far examined by X-ray precession photography the exsolution
lamellae have their (001) and (100) lattice planes oriented, within an
accuracy of a few minutes arc parallel to the (001) or (100) lattice planes
of the host. In a few crystals we have studied but not reported here misorientation is as much as 30'. The optical measurementsgive the angular
orientation of the composition planes of the exsolution lamellae with
respect to the lattice of the host. Generally the angular orientation of
these composition planes deviates significantly from the (001) or (100) of
the host lattice planes.The composition plane is the plane of best fit. The
Iamellae are parallel to this plane becauseit is the plane of nucleation of
lamellar crystal growth. Generally a small rotation of the host and lamellae lattices from an ideal (001) or (100) orientation is necessaryto cause
a more perfect match within the composition plane. These small rotations
are difficult to detect in X-ray photographs.
In order to take into account possiblerotation of the lattices to achieve
best dimensional fi.t, we have derived a trigonometric approximation to
rotation about the origin. In solving for zu (equations 2 and 3) the r coordinate of an augite best fit position is increasedby an amount cr as a
result of clockwise rotation. rr is the base of a small right triangle that
has as its hypotenuse the chord of the arc of rotation, and as its height
(21) the vertical displacement between the augite and pigeonite rows
(ceuq sin g-rua-cprc sin Bp16).Since the amount of rotation is small and
the curvature is slight, the angle (0) and slope (tan 6) of the chord of the
arc of rotation may be approximated from the previously determined
coordinates (2, x) ol the unrotated augite best fi.t point, thus: tan 0: tc/z.
Since tan 0 is also equal to z1fqin the small triangle, it follows that:
X1

_

zr

tan?

_

,t_

_

(c,ruc sinBeuc. -

r/z

cprc sin0plc)

/<\
fU

Applying this to equation 3) we get:
cpi6 | cos0rro | -r^o" I cospoucI
(6)
aavc-

aPtc

In the casewhere the o dimension of augite is lessthan that of pigeonite
(oeuc(opra) the denominator of equation 6) becomesnegative, z.eibecomesnegative, the * coordinate of the best fit position becomesnegative,
and the best fit plane lies in the obtuse angle 0 at an angle to the c-axis
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less than 0. The relationships between the relative values of the o dimensions and the orientation of exsolution planes are illustrated at the top of
Figure 5, including the special casewhere the o dimensions are equal and
zs'becomesinfinite.
It is obvious that if the relative o dimensions control the orientation
of "001" exsolution lamellae, so the relative c dimensions must control
the orientation of "100" lamellae.The same equations,3),4), and 6),
can be used to evaluate the effect of c misfits, except that where d appears
in the original versions it must be replaced by c and vice versa. In the
case where c of augite is greater than c of pigeonite (ceuc)cp1q), ?4,will
be positive, the r coordinate of the best fit position (now measured
parallel to the c direction) will be positive, and the exsolution plane will
lie in the acute angle 0. Conversely, when c of augite is less than c of
pigeonite (ceua(cprc), zowill be negative, and the exsolution plane will
lie in the obtuse angle B. These relationships, including the special case
where the c dimensions are equal, are illustrated in the lower half of
Figure 5.
As stated above, the amount of lattice rotation required to achieve
best fit in the case of an o misfit is a function of the relative values of
ceuc sin peuc and dp16sin gprc. For a c misfit, conversely,rotation should
be a function of the relative values of o1lrq sin Feuc and op16sin Bp16.
Thus, for each of the six possibilities illustrated in Figure 5, there are
three possibilities for relative lattice rotation or Iack of rotation as illustrated in Figure 6. Eight of these are general casesrequiring lattice rotation, and ten are special casesthat require no rotation. In natural clinopyroxenes and clinoamphiboles the cases(Fig. 6) in the first row of each
g r o u p o f s i x ( 1 - 1 ,2 - 1 , 3 - 1 , 4 - 1 ,5 - 1 , 6 - 1 ) a r e m o s t p r o b a b l e .T h e e x a m p l e s
in the second and third rows require very large differencesin the o or c
dimensionsand are not expectedto be so common. However, theseshould
not be ruled out, particularly if there are pyroxene pairs with small differencesin their B angles.In all of our considerations,we have, of course,
avoided possible misfits of the D dimensions which would require evaluation in three dimensions. Generally (M. Ross, unpublished data) the 6
dimensionsof host and lamellae are nearly identical.
Carcurarno BBsr Fm Pr.aNBsAND MEASUnnoAr.Icrrs
oT EXSOLUTION

LAMELLAE

Calculated best fit planes and measured angles of "001" and "100"
exsolution lamellae for natural clinopyroxenes and clinoamphiboles are
listed in Table 3 together with hypothetical pairings of two sets of synthetic pyroxene end members. Accurate calculation of best fi.t planes
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5
Frc. 5. Relationship between relative o and r dimensions and the orientation of exsolution lamellae in clinopyroxenes and clinoamphiboles. Rhombs represent schematic crystals
bounded bV (001) and (100) planes. Apologies to George Orwell.

requires lattice parameters given to three decimal places. Such measurements are usually obtained by refi.nementof powder data on separated
host phases. However, real best fit planes are determined by hostlamellae relations, and lattice parameters of lamellae are easily obtained
only in single crystal photographs. We have given the calculated best fit
planes to the nearest minute with the full realization that for lattice
parameters based on single crystal data, particularly in the caseof "100"
planes, the calculated planes may be in error by as much as 2".
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Frc. 6. Relationships between relative values of a and c dimensions, relative values of
c sin B and o sin B, orientation of exsolution lamellae, and kind of iattice rotation required
to achieve best dimensional fit between lattices. Position of origin circled. In diagrams
1-1 to 1-3 and 3-1 to 3-3 each parallelogram (sho'vvnschematically) has a height equivalent
to c sin B and a length equivalent to r lcos Aliwa. In diagrams 2-l to 2-3 fit is perfect on
(001) and length of parallelograms is meaningless. Dashed lines represent the phase with
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Measurements of the angles of exsolution lamellae have been made in
thin section or in grains under oil immersion. Angles between "001" and
"100" lamellae can be quite accurately measured in thin section on the
universal stage,but the location of the c-crystallographicaxis on the basis
of traces of [110] cleavageis virtually impossibleand very fi.ne"100"
lamellae are very difficult to see. In oils the prismatic cleavagesparallel
to c are much easierto identify and extremely fine "100" lamellae can be
seen if an oil is chosen with an index of refraction close to that of the
mineral. Correct exsolution angles can be observed when a prismatic
grain is oriented so that the extinction angle Z Ac is at a maximum. In
one case (Table 3, no.7), where the "l00" exsolutionlamellae make a
small angle with the {ttO} cleavagetracesand are very abundant, they
influence the way the mineral breaks and make accurate location of the
c axis nearly impossible. We think the stated limits of accuracy of * 1o
are very realistic for most of these measurements.
Optically observed angles of exsolution lamellae should be closely
related to the relative Iattice parameters under the conditions where
exsolution began. Calculated best fit planes should reflect mean lattice
parameters under the conditions of X-ray measurement. The very close
agreement between calculated and observed "001" planes in Table 3
suggeststhat for these samples there has not been much change in relative cell parameters, particularly the o misfit, since exsolution was initiated. This observation should not be surprising because four of the
specimensare amphiboles with a thermal history below about 650'C and
the fifth is a metamorphic pyroxene probably formed below 800oC. At
the same time the closeagreementseemsto be a remarkable confirmation
of the optimal phase boundary theory. Agreement of calculated and
measured"100" planesis poorer, possiblybecauseof inaccuraciesin the
measurementsof c or difficulties in the optical measurementsin specimens 5, 7, and 8. In the caseof the pyroxene the difference could be due
to a change of the c dimensionssince the beginning of exsolution and this
possibility will be explored below.
All four of the generalcasesin Figure 5 (1, 3, 4, and 6) are represented
by the specimensin Table 3. Of the o misfits, case 1 is the common one,
and we have only one example of case3 (No. 8) in which the hornblende

the smaller B angle (AUG) and solid lines represent the phase with the larger p angle (PIG).
In diagrams Ael to L3 and 6-l to 6-3 the height of the parallelograms is equivalent to
o lcos p I lwc, and the width is equivalent to a sin B. In diagrams 5-1 to 5-3 fit is perfect on
(100) and height of parallelograms is meaningless.
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has a very high Al content. Of the c misfits there are four natural examplesof case4 and two of case6. Three out of the four possiblecombinations of o and c misfits are representedin Table 3. Nos. 4, 6, and 7 are
a combination of case 1 and case4. We have observednumerous other
metamorphic pyroxenesfrom the Adirondacks with this combination,
and predictions from the pairs diopside-clinoenstatite(No. 1) and
(No. 3) suggestthis may be the usual combihedenbergite-clinoferrosilite
nation for compositionsin the clinopyroxene quadrilateral formed at
intermediate to low temperature.Nos. 2 and 5 are a combination of case
1 and case 6. These specimensare both manganese-richand the possibility exists that they mimic featuresthat would appear in more normal
Mg- and Fe-rich specimensonly at high temperature (seebelow). No.8
is a combination of case3 and case4, and we have not yet found a combination of case3 and case6.
Pnrnor,ocrc SrcNrrrcaNcE oF Exsor,urror.r ANcr,ns
We have pointed out above that the exsolutionangle should be controlled by the lattice parameters under the conditions of exsolution,
which were probably somewhat different than those measuredat room
temperature. This may be referred to as the thermal erpans'ionefect. A
different temperature-dependentaspect turns up in examination of the
pyroxene data in Table 3. The pair diopside-clinoenstatite(No. 1) is
matched in a completely artificial way, becansepure diopside and pure
clinoenstatitewould not be found togetherin nature. The diopsidewould
have someclinoenstatitein solid solution and vice-versa.Thus. not onlv
are the pure diopside and pure clinoenstatite far apart compositionally as
compared to a natural clinopyroxenepair, but their cell parameters,
particularly their a dimensions, show larger differences than natural
pairs such as augite and pigeonitefrom the Skaergaardintrusion (Table
3, No.6). The larger differencebetweenthe o dimensionsfor the artificial
pair result in larger predicted anglesfor "001" exsolutionplanes,larger
in fact than any which have yet been observedin nature. The same is
true of the differencebetween the c dimensions and the "100" exsolution
planes.In the casesof natural igneouspyroxenepairs, formed under high
temperaturewith a relatively narrowed miscibility gap, the differencesin
the o dimensions would be small and hence the exsolution angles could
be fairly close to p. This could be the reasonwhy anomaiousanglesof
exsolutionlamellaehave not been reported from the thoroughly studied
pyroxenesof the layered mafic intrusions (Poldervaart and Hess, 1951;
Brown, 1957),although we suspectno one has thoroughly looked.On the
other hand, under conditions of metamorphism at lower temperature,
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where pyroxene and amphibole miscibility gaps would be wider, differencesin o dimensions would generally be larger, and exsolution angles
might be expected to be larger, as in the specimen from the Hudson
Highlands (No. 4, Table 3). This temperature dependent effect of the
solvus on the angle of "001" exsolution lamellae may be referred to as the
solvusef ect and should increase the angle of exsolution as temperature
falls. It is Iess easy to generalizeconcerning tt'e thermal etcponsionefect
on the angle of "001" exsolution. Heating experiments (see above) have
shown that the B angle does increase with rising temperature, but the
efiect on the difference in o dimensions, which may be more important,
is not clear, except in the case of the hypothetically matched pair
diopside-clinoenstatite(Smith, 1969)at 1000-1100'C where the o dimension of clinoenstatite is Iarger than that of diopside. By analogy with this
example, the sohus and thermal e$Pansiorueffects would both seem to
reduce the difference in a dimensions.
Combined X-ray, electron probe, and microscopic investigation of the
solvus effect could reveal signif.cant details of thermal history. Kuno and
Hess (1953)and Brown (1960)have given preliminary diagramsshowing
the variation of lattice parameters in the clinopyroxene quadrilateral
Application of elecdiopside-hedenbergite-clinoenstatite-clinoferrosilite.
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solution angle might be used to predict the cell dimensions and; in turn,
the compositions of the host and lamellae at the time exsolution was
initiated. None of these measurementswill be easy and progress will be
slow.
The possibilities for the solvus efiect are illustrated by a specimen of
augite from the Duluth Gabbro (Fig. 7, Table 5). This augite is inhomogeneous,showing pyroxene exsolution lamellae, blebs of ulvospinel and
ilmenite, and evidence on the edges of the grains of reaction with surrounding minerals. In some areas, as in Figure 7, there are three sets of
pyroxene exsolution lamellae, two containing ulvospinel blebs and one
which is free of oxides. An X-ray single crystal photograph (Table 5) of
a grain selectedat random shows only two lattice orientations of pyrox-
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ene exsolution rather than three as might be expectedfrom inspection of
Figure 7. The coarsest lamellae in Figure 7, with the larger ulvospinel
blebs, are hypersthene oriented parallel to (100) of the augite host. The
secondset of lamellae with the small oxide blebs is pigeonite with its (001)
lattice planesorientedparallel to (001) of the augite host. Theselamellae
lie at an angle of 108-109" to the c-crystallographic axis. The third set of
lamellae, which is free of oxides and apparently later than the others, is
also pigeonite with its (001) lattice planes oriented parallel to (001) of the
host. These lamellae make an angle of 111-115" with the c-crystalographic axis. The lattice parameters for augite host and pigeonite lamellae in Table 5, which represent the mean for the whole grain examined by
X-ray, yield a calculatedbest fit plane for "001" lamellaeof 114o2'which
is close to the upper limit of the range of measurementsfor the third set
of lamellae.
Our interpretation of Figure 7 in terms of the solvus effect is as follows.
Subcalcic augite crystallized from the gabbroic magma. Cooling caused
the initial exsolution of pigeonite "001" lamellae and, at the same time,
hypersthene with its (100) lattice planes oriented parallel to (100) of the
Iattice of the augite host. At this time the bulk composition of the augite
was appropriate to exsolvea pigeonite with a composition and cell dimensions that would give a 108obest fit plane with the augite host. On further
cooling the augite was further depleted in the hypersthene component by
growth of pigeonite and hypersthene lamellae, and the pigeonite and
hypersthene lamellae were depleted in augite component which diffused
into the host. The unmixing of pigeonite and hypersthene during this
stage was apparently accompanied by exsolution of ulvospinel within
both sets of lamellae. As exsolution proceeded the solvus effect on the
relative cell dimensions caused the dimensional fit along the previouslv
selected 108oplane to become progressivelypoorer. In some parts of the
crystal the dimensional misfit eventually became so large that it became
energetically more suitable to nucleate new exsolution planes rather than
to continue adding material to those of the old orientation. The range
from 111o to 115" of the new exsolution lamellae suggeststhis critical
state may have been reached at slightly different augite compositions
and perhaps slightly different temperatures in different parts of the crystal. The 114oangle of the best fit plane calculated from cell parameters
measuredat room temperature suggeststhat the mean lattice parameters
have not changed substantially since this last phase of exsolution. Just
inside some margins of augite grains, where the augite was apparently
depleted early in hypersthene component by reactions with surrounding
minerals or liquid, it contains none of the early lamellae. This augite did
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Frc. 7. Photomicrograph of augite from the Duluth Gabbro, Minnesota. View of thin
section cut normal to (010) showing three sets of exsolution lamellae. The coarsest lamellae,
containing oxide blebs, are hypersthene oriented parallel to (100) of the host. The seeond
set of lamellae with oxide blebs is pigeonite and lies at an angle of 108o to the c-crystallographic axis of the augite host. The third set of lamellae, which is free of oxide blebs, is
aiso pigeonite and makes an angle of 1110 to 115" with the c-crystallographic axis. Width of
view is 0.16 mm.

not again reach saturation until the very last stages,when compositions
and cell dimensions were appropriate for exsolution of lamellae at an
angle of about 115".
The exsolution lamellae in a hornblende-cummingtonite specimen
(No. 8, Table 3) demonstrate that generalizationsconcerning the solvus
efiect must be made with caution. This specimenis from the kyanite zone
of regional metamorphism and probably formed at a lower temperature
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SpaceGroup
fludson Highlands (Jafie and
Jatre, l97l)
Augite host (9001)
Pigeonite lamellae on "00l" (216)
Pigeonite larrellae on "1O0" (5a/o1
[Iypersthene lamellae on "l0O" (3a/6)
Duluth Gabbro (Ross, unpublished,
specimen D1-Gb-1)
Augite host (77lo)
Pigeonite lamellae on "001" (1016)
flypersthene lamellae on "100" (10%)
Ilmenite (3ol)

P2tc
P2p
Pbca

C2/e
P2p
Pbca

R3

9 . 7 76
9 .69;
9.691
18.35

8 890
8 .890
8.890
8.890

5.25:
5 236
5.24a
5.248

5.230
9.692 8.90;
9 . 6 5 6 8 . 9 1 ? 5. 19r
l8 22
5.21
8.88
5. 0 7
t3.99

105'55',
108'33',
108'50',

106'0',
108'55',

"001" Exsolution planes in Duluth Gabbro Augite
Calculated Best Fit Plane

Augite host
Pigeonite
Iamellae"001"

a-a

Difi. from B

Angle

.041

8"z',

ll4o2'

(7"54',)

(l16'49')

Measured Exsolution
Angles

108-109',111-115"

than most of the other specimenswe have examined.The "001" exsolution lamellae in both hosts lie at an angle lessthan the B angle. In agreement with this the hornblende has an o dimension slightly less than the
o dimension of the cummingtonite. The unusually small o dimension of
hornblendein this caseappearsto be due to a very high content of octahedral and tetrahedralAl.
The poor agreementfor the Hudson Highlands augite (No. 4, Table 3)
between the calculated best fit plane and the measured "100" exsolution
lamellaeled us to considerthe possibility that the differencein c dimensionsof augite and pigeonitewas considerablylarger under conditions of
exsolution that at present. Consideration of the heating experiments
showsthat, at one atmosphere,the c of clinoenstatiteincreasesmore than
the c of diopside,so that the differencein c dimensionsdecreases
and by
1000-1100"C,above the low clinoenstatite-highclinoenstatiteinversion
temperature, is negative. Since increased temperature alone has the
oppositeefiect of the one required, it is possiblethat increasedpressure
would have the required effect of shortening the c axis of pigeonite more
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than the c axis of augite. At presentthere are no good high pressuremeasurementson the cell parametersof pyroxenes.One can imagine, for a
given composition pair, a P-T
diagram (Fig.8) separatedinto two
regionsby a univariant line of positive slopewhere,AUG: cprc.The region
where ceuc( cp16would lie on the high temperature, low pressureside of
the boundary. The region where ceuc)cp16,in which the Hudson HighIands and Adirondack specimensformed, would lie on the low temperature, high pressureside.This doesnot imply that thesespecimensformed
at pressuresmore than 1-2 kb, because the slope and position of the
boundary is unknown. Obviously the hypothetical boundary line would
have a different position and slope for different composition pairs. For
example, the pair magnesioarfvedsonite-manganoan cummingtonite
(No. 2, Table 3) formed at moderate metamorphic temperaturesbut in
the region where cruc(cpy6. Apparently for this composition pair the
univariant line cau6: cprcwould have a low or negativeintercept on the
temperature axis at zero pressure.Addition to Figure 8 of a second univariant line where aAvG: op16,related both to solvus and thermal expansion effects, produces an array of possible relations between pressure,
temperature, and exsolution angles. It should be emphasizedagain that
the lamellae anglesobservedshould be related to the conditions where the
lamellae nucleated, and that angular relationships should not change
continuously as conditions changeover the grid. In this sensethe lamellae
as observedare a "fossil" from a previously existingcondition.
Another explanation for the discrepanciebobserved in the Hudson
Highlands augite has to do with changesin composition and c dimensions
following exsolution. Consider a given composition tie line at the beginning of exsolution near the center of the pyroxene quadrilateral. The
coexisting augite and pigeonite "100" iamellae will have a difference in
c dimensions appropriate to the conditions and composition at that
moment. With cooling,however,there will tend to be Fe/Mg fractionation between augite host and pigeonite lamellae such that pigeonite will
become relatively Fe-enriched. Examination of the c dimensions of the
clinoenstatite and clinoferrosilite corners of the pyroxene quadrilateral
(Table 3, Nos. 1 and 3) showsthat increasedFe content will increasethe
c dimension of pigeonite, decreasethe difference between the c dimensions of augite and pigeonite, and hence decreasethe angle of the best fit
plane tretween the lattices. Since augite is the host and is a relatively
abundant reservoir of Fe, its bulk Fe content should not change appreciably. fn the reversecase,where pigeonite is the host and the "100"
lamellae are augite, the augite would become enriched in Mg and the
pigeonite would remain nearly the same. Becausec dimensions along the
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Frc. 8. Pressure-temperature diagram for a hlpothetical pl.roxene composition pair,
showing possible effects of pressure and temperature on relative a ar.d c dimensions, and
hence on the angles at which exsolution lamellae will nucleate. Three out of the four
topological arrangements of lamellae are represented by specimens listed in Table 3. The
pressure and temperature scales, both absolute and relative, are completely unknown, and
would be expected to difier greatly for difierent bulk compositions.

diopside-hedenbergitejoin are nearly the same, the c of augite lamellae
would not change as a result of the composition effect, the difierence in
c dimensions would not change, and the angle of the best fit plane would
not decrease.This hypothesis could be tested if a sample could be found
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that had a sufllciently long thermal history- and contained both augite
and pigeonitehosts, both with "100" Iamellae.
One puzzling feature of the Skaergaardpigeonite with "001" augite
lamellae reported by Morimoto and Tokonami (1969) is the angular
relationship of the lattices shown in their single crystal photograph.
Using their room temperature cell parameters (Table 3, No. 6) we can
show that the augite lattice should be rotated 7' in a cl,ockutise
direction
to achievebest fit with the pigeonitehost. Their singlecrystal photograph
and text show, however, that the (001) plane of the augite lattice is
rotated 54' (0.9") in a counlerclockwise
direction from (001) of the host.
Is it possiblethat the lattice orientation on the singlecrystal photograph
is a reflection of the relative lattice orientation. dimensions. and best fit
position at the time exsolution commenced? Figure 6 shows that there
are two cases,1-3 and 3-1, where the relative lattice parameters require
a counterclockwiserotation of the augite lattice relative to the pigeonite
Iattice. Of these two we think 1-3 is much more likely, and could be accomplished with reasonable a and c misfits particularly if the two B
angles became more similar at high temperature. In order for c_q.uc
sin
peuc to be less than cpls sin Bp1q,daus muSt be considerably less than
cp16.Since there are no "100" augite lamellaein this specimen,but only
lamellae of hypersthene parallel to (100), it will not be possibleto observe
optically the angle of "100" augite lamellae that would be produced by
this large negative misfit. If there were, the augite lamellae would be
expectedto show a pattern that is a combination of 1 and 6 in Figure 5,
and would fit in a region of high temperature and low pressure on the
hypothetical P-T diagram of Figure 8. This is an appropriate position
consideringwhat is known (Wager and Brown, 1968; Lindsley, Brown,
and Muir, 1969)about the P- I conditionsof the SkaersaardIntrusion.
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